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✓ Asian equities have managed to brush aside a weaker close in US stocks overnight. Oil prices have slipped by 1%, ahead
of Thursday’s meeting of OPEC+, where they are expected to announce an increase in the output. Though oil prices are
not high enough to offset the positives for Rupee but it pays to keep a close eye on it.

✓ Carry in USDINR is quite rich. For a trader to pay at least 130 points over spot to sell INR and buy USD, appears
unpalatable unless $ tightness becomes a recuring theme. As of now, Fed and US govt both are using their respective
monetary and fiscal levers to keep the global economy well oiled with USD. At the same time, FY end exporter flows
increase. Plus, RBI is estimated to have accumulated close $50 billion via forwards on which the cost which it may incur
is close to INR 1,500 crore/ month, quite a drain considering GoI is pressing RBI for large dividends. RBI is also not keen
on converting that position into spot, as INR liquidity remains high. All in all, if global conditions remains benign,
USDINR can gradually drift downwards towards 72.50/70 levels on spot.

✓ Trade Pointers:
▪ View remains bearish. Sell on rise in March futures as long as it sustains below 74.00 levels.

✓ Levels to watch:

USD/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

USDINR 73.15 73.45 73.61 73.80 74.10



✓ High US bond yields and selling of $ from RBI were enough to push EURINR lower, with March futures falling by 37
paise at 88.54. Buyers were seen at lower levels as 88.00/88.20 remains a strong support.

✓ Event of the day: Tonight’s US private sectors jobs survey (ADP) & US service sector survey (ISM) will impact Euro. US
economy is seeing strong recovery, thanks to stimulating effects of higher government spending and near zero rates. A
stronger report from US can once again pull EURUSD lower and thereby having a negative impact on EURINR tomorrow

✓ Trade bias:
▪ EURUSD managed to hold support near 1.20 and bounce back. This is positive for EURINR.
▪ EURINR may remain rangebound caught between weak USDINR and strong EURUSD.

✓ Levels to watch:

EUR/USD

& 

EUR/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

EURINR 88.35 88.60 88.54 89.10 89.35



✓ Yesterday a combination of weak European equities, stronger USD due to high US bond yields and weak USDINR,
pushed GBPINR down by near 70 paise at 102.28 levels on March futures.

✓ Event of the day: UK FM will present their annual budget. Expectation is that UK may announce another round of
measures to increase government spending and support private sector. UK economy is expected to rebound quite
strongly in the months ahead as the economy unlocks. A fresh stimulus can be quite positive for GBP.

✓ Trade bias:
• GBPUSD uptrend remains intact. GBPINR too remains in an accelerated bullish trend.
• Buy on decline remains the trade in GBPINR as long as GBPUSD holds above 1.3750 levels.

✓ Levels to watch:

GBP/USD 

& 

GBP/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

GBPINR 102.15 102.40 102.28 102.80 103.05



✓ JPYINR March futures fell by 26 paise as high US bond yields and weak USDINR dragged the pair down.

✓ USDJPY or JPYINR is a tricky pair to trade as it can be impacted by several factors:
(i) US bond yields rise is negative for JPY
(ii) global stock market rise is negative and fall is generally +ve for JPY
(iii) USD strength and weakness can decide the direction of JPY

✓ Trade bias:
▪ JPYINR can fall further, especially if USDINR weakens. It may test 68.20/30 levels. Sell on rise.

✓ Levels to watch:

USD/JPY

& 

JPY/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

JPYINR 68.45 68.75 68.89 69.00 69.30



FPI 
FLOWS

✓ The three macro factors that drive the value of USDINR: (i) Carry trade done by speculators by selling USDINR
forwards/futures and rolling it (ii) capital flows including FPI flows (iii) RBI intervention.

✓ Alongwith macro and technical factors, Intermarket has significant impact on USDINR. Keep an eye on (i) US Dollar Index
(ii) Global equity indices (iii) Oil prices (iii) Asian currencies against US Dollar

✓ FPI continue to be seller in debt. They also started March with a big sell order in equity. But future outlook of long term
debt is facing a cocktail of massive fiscal borrowing from center & state, sticky inflation and rising US yields make it
unattractive. At the same time, with 1 yr USDINR forwards near 5.3%, demand may shift from debt to receiving fwds via
carry trade.

MONTH EQUITY DEBT

Apr-20 (904) (1,057)

May-20 1,929 (2,902)

Jun-20 2,890 552

Jul-20 1,018 (568)

Aug-20 6,294 368

Sep-20 (1,052) 896

Oct-20 2,661 314

Nov-20 8,132 326

Dec-20 8,420 1,227

Jan-21 2,658 (660)

Feb-21 3,539 (246)

Mar-21 (1,003) (184)

FY21 35,585 (1,750)

 ( $ Million)
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